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PermianMAP Key Findings
• Permian methane emissions are double any
other oil- and gas- producing basin.
• The wells we studied are 3x leakier than
what EPA estimates – with a 3.5% methane
loss rate.
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• 10% of flares are unlit or malfunctioning,
making flaring a leading cause of
emissions.

Flaring Performance
10% of all flares malfunction
5% of flares are completely unlit
and venting methane

Metric tons of emissions from flaring
Based on March 2020 survey observations

EDF Estimate
EPA Estimate

More than half of malfunctioning flares have
recurring problems
Single Malfunction 43.5%
Multiple malfunctions: 56.5%

Zero Routine Flaring by 2025
Report from Rystad Energy confirms 84% of routine flaring
in Texas can be eliminated at no cost.
Known solutions to flaring:
•

Establishing reduction targets and commitments to
prioritize reduced flaring

•

Midstream coordination

•

Protocol to monitor flares

•

Innovative solutions (e.g. reinjection)

Questions?

Methods
From the Air: Scientific Aviation
• Will survey study area 2 – 3 times over 100 flight days with new data about
bi-weekly
• Quantifies emissions at different spatial scales ranging from a few sites to
the full study area
• Can only quantify high emissions, but measured areas are randomly
selected to be representative
From the Ground: University of Wyoming
• Random survey of several dozen sites with EPA-developed method
• Site-specific measurements of methane and VOCs
• Info about emission sources from fence-line infrared camera survey
From Towers: Pennsylvania State University
• 5 towers continuously measure methane concentrations
• Atmospheric transport model used to estimate regional emissions on a
quarterly basis
From the Air: Leak Surveys Inc
• 3 aerial surveys of randomly selected flares
• Infrared camera will identify malfunctioning flares
We will compare emission estimates to independent data studies, such as a
forthcoming paper that estimates emissions from the TROPOMI satellite.

